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Want to double your books sales and cut your marketing budget in half? Through rigorous
testing and market research, Derek Murphy has discovered what colors, fonts, images and
themes connect with readers from each genre. Improving your book cover even a little can
make a huge impact on your book's success. Discover how to make your cover stand out and
capture reader's heads and hearts.You'll learn: '½ 3 Foolproof Layouts That Work for Any
Genre'½ 8 Cover Design Secrets Publishers Use to Manipulate Readers into Buying'½ 60 Fonts
You Should Never Use on your Book Cover'½ 7 Foolproof Design Strategies to Make your Cover
Perfect'½ The Best Free Online Graphic Software for Your Book Covers'½ 300+ Recommended
Fonts for Every Genre'½ 5 Common Book Cover Myths Most Indie Authors Believe'½ The Simple
Tweak that Tripled my Book Sales'½ How to Find the Best Art and Photography (and check that
nobody else is using them)"Thanksto Derek Murphy's Cover Design Secrets, not only did I
save a thousand dollars(maybe more) and precious time that I could otherwise devote to
writing, but Ihave a deeper understanding of what it takes to create an effective book coverthat
will sell lots of books!" -Adam Henig&¡'*&¡'*&¡



Brought to you by…Make sure you watch the free video series on cover design and get the
sample cover design templates at…INTRODUCTIONYou probably already know that your book
cover is important. Maybe you’re determined to get a good book cover. The best book cover.
The problem with that is, when you search for “best book cover designs” you’ll get a whole
bunch of literary fiction or traditionally published covers, often by famous authors. Those kinds
of covers are supposed to be creative and innovative. They don’t need to be obvious or sell the
book because readers are going to buy the book anyway. If you already have a huge platform
of readers and want to stand out and do something different, go for it (although, you’d still be
missing out on all the readers who haven’t read your books yet—I’ve seen people with a huge
platform get this wrong and be disappointed with the results).What most authors don’t realize
is that a “good” cover isn’t the prettiest or even best-designed cover. It’s the one that sells the
book; or rather, the right cover is the one that catches the attention of the right reader,
communicates genre and setting, makes them feel the emotional payout your book will satisfy,
and gets them to read the description.This last part is crucial: The cover doesn’t actually sell
the book, and it’s not just one part in your sales funnel. It’s the first step, and it is essential.
With an unprofessional cover, or a cover that doesn’t immediately communicate the benefits,
readers will never read the description of your book. They won’t know what it’s about or
whether they might like it. Everything you say about your book to try and convince them to buy
—it’s too late, they’re already gone. Your cover has to slow them down enough to read the
description, otherwise it’s a failure.Unfortunately, self-publishing authors and even lots of small
presses have creative control over the cover design process without actually understanding
what type of covers sell books. If you hire a designer to make what you want and what you
think should be on the cover, even if they’re a very talented designer and give you everything
you ask for, it probably won’t sell books. Nor can you assume that whoever you hired to do your
cover will make the type of cover that sells. Especially in the lower price range, there are lots of
designers who are pretty great at design and illustration, but don’t know the market or the
publishing industry. Just because you paid for it, doesn’t mean it will sell.So what’s the answer?
The solution is, you need to learn enough about cover design to make sure you get the best
cover for your book, and you need to be flexible enough to listen to expert advice rather than
pushing your own agenda. Nobody else is going to do it for you. I’ll wrestle with my clients as
long as I can, but if they stubbornly persist in the direction of their choosing, I’ll grumble but
make them what they want anyway. (That’s because I get paid for delivering covers; if I got paid
a percentage of sales, I’d demand to use the cover that would sell the best).In this book, I’m
going to show you some simple strategies for designing covers that sell. I’ll share some DIY
options and choices for low-cost or budget cover design. I’ll demonstrate the common mistakes
that most authors make and show you what I do differently (to make sure my books keep
selling with zero promotion).Why should you listen to me?I realized recently that I’ve sold over
$200k in book covers. If that sounds impressive, divide it by six years and it’s not that much.
But it does mean I’ve designed a lot of covers, over 1500. And unlike most book cover
designers, I routinely work with first time or indie authors with little to no platform, which means
the cover has to do all of the work. When you send out cold emails to reviewers; when you try
to get press coverage or a blog feature; when you send paid traffic to your sales page—the
wrong cover can become an insurmountable hurdle to getting traction for your book. I design
covers that at least pass the first glance test (to see if this is an amateur project or something
professional enough to warrant a closer look). And hopefully, I make amazing covers that incite



a storm of desire in the right readers (so they want it even before they know what it’s
about).Most of the “famous” book cover designers design a handful of books a year, and have
no idea how well those books are actually selling (or performing online, which is hugely
important!). They might be creative geniuses, but hiring them for your book cover and letting
them do something innovative would be a mistake (you’ll learn why soon).But more than that,
I’ve got a PhD in Literature and have been helping authors publish for the past decade. Books
are my life, but reaching readers and getting them to buy, review and share books is my
passion. I recently published Guerrilla Publishing, about the more creative book marketing
strategies I’ve been using to earn thousands of dollars a month from my fiction, and now I
mostly write full-time (I still take on a limited number of design clients a month, but usually just
one or two).My first book however, was a disaster. I painted a picture, then photoshopped in
dozens of symbols, and used text effects and “cool stuff” I thought would make my book stand
out. I brought a box of books to work with me, proud as a peacock, and quickly recognized that
my co-workers were less than impressed with my self-published efforts. So I got better. I
studied branding, marketing, design, and began doing free book covers to help me practice (I
was working as a book editor, so it was easy to offer free covers to my clients).Since then I’ve
worked with dozens of bestselling authors (I’m not going to name-drop, but there’s a good
chance you’ve read a book with one of my covers on it). After lots and lots of practice, I’m
getting pretty good at cover design… but I’m still learning. When I published my first fiction a
year ago, I thought I had very decent covers – but I’ve just redone them all, because I know
they can sell better. (One of the advantages of indie publishing is that you can change your
books whenever you want).This book actually started with a different cover, which I thought
was clever at the time (but is actually confusing):The main mantra I’ll try to communicate in this
book is, “be clear before you’re clever.” Book cover design isn’t about art or creativity or being
innovative. A powerful cover will instantly let readers know the genre, mood and emotional
payout promised; it’ll attract and convey professionalism; it’ll look like other bestsellers in the
genre without looking exactly like any specific one. It’s much better to play it safe with a
“clichéd” book cover than try to reinvent the wheel and confuse readers. This may offend your
artistic sensibilities, because you’ve been trained to view art as the spontaneous overflow of
powerful emotion (Wordsworth). But which would you rather have, more people reading your
book, or less?WHAT’S A BOOK COVER FOR?Your book cover’s aim is to overcome
objections.First objection:The quality is bad, this is self-published, and probably not so
good.This is a yes/no. It’s a tick in the box. If it’s “good enough” and looks professional and well
done, not obviously homemade or cheap or crappy, then it gets a pass.A good, professional
cover vs. a mind-blowing, life-changing cover isn’t any different, because there is no scale. At
this stage, you’re only looking to get past the first objection: is it professional enough to remove
fears of poor quality? If yes, the cover is doing its job, move on to…Second objection:I don’t
know what it’s about or if it will interest me.Does it convey the genre and subject matter? If not,
readers will have questions. What kind of book is this? What’s the genre? Where is it located?
What is the main conflict/plot? What elements are involved? Is baseball a major theme?
Kidnapping? Bank robbery? Summer romance? Lost loved one? Time travel? Supernatural
powers? Vampires? Chick lit comedy? Without being too detailed, the cover has to
communicate this, because you’re not around to ask, and I guarantee you people are too lazy
to click and find out.Ways to do this:Through picturesThrough the textThrough the style (colors
and fonts)The trick is to balance everything. You don’t want too much information. You don’t
want too many keywords. But you can reveal the important features through a combination.
Usually style (fonts and colors) is enough to get the genre and mood right. It can also be used



to trigger pre-existing affinity: if you compare your book to Dan Brown’s Angels and Demons,
make sure your cover is similar in design. Not exactly the same, but close enough that
someone could say “this cover reminds me a little of the Angel and Demons cover… maybe
they’re similar books.”PS) If you have no idea what your book is about or who will like it, that’s a
major problem. Even if you’ve mixed genres, you need to make choices about who you’re trying
to appeal to, and it’s usually best to pick the biggest market. If you try to appeal to everyone,
you’ll usually fail. Do some research, choose the types of books that are most similar to yours,
who you think will share an audience with you. Find out what keywords and categories they’re
using. Learn what readers who like those books are searching for. Figure out what they want.
Then make a cover that appeals to them or checks those boxes.COMMON MISTAKESIndie
author or amateur cover designers make a lot of the same mistakes. Here are the most
common.Focusing on scene or symbolism (head, not heart)Fiction covers need to appeal to
the heart. This means that what’s actually on the cover doesn’t really matter. Do you want them
to feel afraid? Use red, or black and white. Want them to feel happy? Use light blue or bright
yellow. With just colors and fonts you can get the right emotion, and they will feel it immediately,
because they are psychologically set up that way. They can’t help it. Our bodies are reactive.
The fiction cover should never get up into their head. They shouldn’t be thinking “I wonder what
this book is about” or “what does this picture mean.” You can do it with a model (especially
showing a face with emotion on it) or a beautiful landscape.For non-fiction, the cover is
cerebral, but you still don’t want them to think about it. It’s got to immediately convey the topic.
It should be obvious, instantaneous, but also (if possible) something new and unexpected –
usually by combining two obvious symbols or ojects in a way that perfect embodies the main
idea of the book. Go simple. Put as little as you can on the cover. Almost always, one main
model and one nice landscape/setting picture will do the trick.Matching all the exact
detailsBook cover designers are not magicians. We use stock photography (which is a good
thing, I’ll touch on that later). So we spend hours searching for stuff we can use. For example
today I was searching for a gun that is the right angle that I can fit it on a table. I can’t just take
a picture of a gun and spin or turn it to get the angle I want, that’s impossible. So you can
imagine this search is made even harder if I need to find an exact model of the right kind of
gun (and authors almost always demand the right kind of gun). But readers who haven’t read
the book yet don’t care about the type of gun.They aren’t going to say, “Oh that looks like a
good book but I hate that type of gun. I only read books whose covers have this type of gun on
them.” Readers don’t care about the details. Yes, you should make a bit of effort. It’s pretty easy
for example to change a model’s hair or eye-color to match your character. But it’s much less
easy to change their clothes. And it’s impossible to move them around into a different posture
like you would with a Barbie doll. Very often a better picture, though less precisely matching,
will sell more books than a “truthful” picture that exactly matches the story but isn’t powerful.
Remember, the cover is packaging. When you buy Lucky Charms, is there really a Leprechaun
inside? When you get a Big Mac, does it really look like that delicious picture they have above
the cash register?You don’t want to be way off base or misleading, but people aren’t going to
stop on page 235 and check to make sure the cover is factually representative (and if it isn’t,
they aren’t going to stop reading and feel lied to). Get the best cover for the book, the one
that’s most effective at getting strangers to start reading. After they read it, they’ll have their
own mental images to use and they won’t need the cover anymore.PS) The cover sells the
story. If people dislike the story, that’s a whole different issue. Then they may feel that the cover
overhypped the experience, which is why *sometimes* starting with an ugly cover can lead to
more positive reviews (low expectations but positive experience), and an amazing cover can



lead to more negative reviews (high expectations but negative experience). But you shouldn’t
be thinking about that. You think your book is good, right? If you attract the right readers with
the right cover, they should think so too. If they don’t, you’re either attracting the wrong readers
still, or you *assumed* that those readers would like the type of book you’ve written, and are
learning you miscalculated. Next time, focus more on the readers and writing something they’re
going to love.Trying to be different or interestingI hear this one sometimes; authors want their
books to stand out. They want to do something that’s never been done before. That’s a big
mistake. Just like movie posters, book covers need to follow design and genre conventions, so
that readers know at first glance where to place it.Look at any genre and you’ll see the top 20
bestsellers have a lot of things in common. If you want to be a bestselling book in that category,
you need to look like a bestselling book in that category. The cover isn’t a place to be
revolutionary and new and different; the cover is where you follow the design stereotypes so
that readers can place your book quickly and start reading the book.Trying to give readers
‘something to figure out’Readers don’t care enough about you or your book to spend time
figuring things out. If they are confused, they will leave. If they don’t know what the book is
about, they will leave. Imagine if you set up a lemonade stand but only served hotdogs. You
might sell a couple, but you’d really have done better selling lemonade. Or you could upsell
with a lemonade package that included a hotdog—now you’ve met and exceeded expectations,
and you’ll probably make more money. You’ve got to make an easy promise and deliver on that
promise, earning the trust of the readers, before they will enjoy being confused or surprised by
you. So you can probably do it in the book. But not on the cover. Personally, I love starting
books out that are trope heavy and cliched, earning readers’ trust, then showing them
something they’ve never seen before.
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Dianne Greenlay, “Do not decide on a book cover until you have read this book!. I cannot
believe you can get all of this information for less than two bucks! The single most important
factor in order of importance is a book's cover. Yes, the other stuff - professional formatting
and perfect grammar, no typos, and a gripping story - these are "must have's" as well, but the
COVER is the first hook to getting a sale.Derek Murphy's BOOK COVER DESIGN SECRETS
should be mandatory reading for any writer who is on the verge of publishing, whether the
writer intends to make their own cover or hire it done. This book is packed with information - he
includes advice on everything from common mistakes made in cover design that inhibit sales,
to the color combo's that are most effective, font choices, as well as title and image placements
that are pleasing to the eye and brain. More than just listing the do's and dont's of effective
covers, (read: those details that catch a reader's eye and COMPEL them to buy), Derek
explains WHY these choices should be made and gives cover examples throughout his book.
Also included are tidbits such as: the difference between cover elements that sell YA and those
used to sell in adult genres; the digital requirements for best image sizes for tablets vs
cellphones; and situations when cover feedback IS and IS NOT useful and why.Derek is an
extremely skilled cover designer himself, yet he shares his in depth knowledge in this book so
that any one wishing to design their own cover will have the best shot at producing one that is
eye-catching and compelling. However, for those of us never intending to make our own covers,
it is also a fantastic collection of points and details to consider when discussing one's book
cover  with a designer, saving you both time and aggravation.”

Jeremy Ray Stories, “"Illuminating". Really enjoyable read. I love how to-the-point Derek
Murphy is with his information on book covers. His book taught me a ton about what I should
be looking for in a book cover. The main takeaway is that it's not about the book cover I want
but the book cover that will sell. I will definitely use this book as a resource in finding the right
cover designer. I also plan on reading more of Derek Murphy's books on publishing in the
future. I recommend this book for any indie authors who are just starting out.***I read a lot of
books but only post the five-star ones I recommend. Check out my reviews for more five-star
recommendations. Agree, disagree with this review? Would love to hear your thoughts in the
comments below!”

Jerry Johnson, “Great info but jeez the typos!. Great information! The author is clearly
knowledgeable about his subject matter but the typos are distracting. On the one hand Murphy
argues for professional design (important), listening to his advice and not trusting your indie
senses regarding design (important)...but all this advice stands in vivid contrast with the
apparent lack of hiring a proofreader!”

Lady Quixote, “Generous + Genius = Derek Murphy. When I think of Derek Murphy, two words
come to mind: "Generous" and "Genius." The advice he gives so freely on his blog and in his
seriously underpriced books is invaluable. Since I stumbled across his writings a few months
ago, I have learned so much from him. I once was blind, when it came to writing, editing,



proofing, designing, publishing and promoting, but now, thanks to Derek Murphy, I see!Why are
you still reading my review? :) Buy this book, read it, and put it into practice. Unless you already
know everything there is to know about book cover design, you will be glad you did.”

C.Stastny Books, “Great tips!. Great book with tips for book covers that sell. It’s a fast read with
lots of book cover examples that he critiques. The book is full of great advice that is useful and
practical. Definitely worth a read, even if you don’t want to design your own covers. It’s nice to
know the information so you can tell if your designer has done a good job or not.”

LaureEdwardsReminick, “On a budget as an author, but still want a good cover for your book?
This is the right information for you. My first novel's cover is professional, but the wrong genre.
For the second one, I'm spending any extra funds on working with a great editor, but I need a
new cover on the first novel and one for the second--about to be published.Much to my delight,
along comes this book that offers so much to help me understand how to identify the RIGHT
type of cover images, and then how to create a book cover on my own.My intent remains to
have a professional do it. But later. In the meantime, Murphy has given me hope for
accomplishing something good now.”

Darryl J. K, “Packed with information. I am in the process of updating a few of my covers and
this book had all the valuable information that I needed. I just wish it had a step-by-step
instructions showing a layered cover in Photoshop. It does have lots of links to resources.”

James E. Hunter, “Sage advice from a doer. Derek Murphy has the street creeds that indicate
he should be listened to. This book shows why that is so.”

Cain Quillman, “Read this before you attempt to design your own cover.. As a new writer I am
thinking about my book title and cover before finishing my manuscript. Thank god I found this
book before I invested anymore time trying to create my own masterpiece. I had a cover all
ready to use for my pride and joy...and friends said it looked great. After reading this book I
attempted another cover and sent to the same people. They couldn't understand how I went a
completely different direction until I asked them one question "which genre does this fall into"
without hesitation they all said the same thing. That is what counts. Getting your book noticed
in the correct genre is number 1. It makes sense after you read this book. Since reading this
one I have downloaded the next one and can't wait to read and learn tricks of the trade.”

Robert A. Chalmers, “Great book.. Good advice, well delivered. No nonsense approach to what
to look for in cover design. Anyone thinking of doing their own needs to read this. Then don’t.”

K J, “Good. Very useful information and easy to read”

Irene Cuffe., “A Real Eye-Opener for non- artistic souls.. Knowing absolutely nothing about art
or cover design, I bought this book to discover how to choose a design for my own books. there
is a great deal to learn and Derek Murphy explained his decision-making process in choosing
the individual art pieces to create a theme which depicts the story within the book content. I
know when I see a cover I really like, but I don't know why I like it in preference to other
covers.This book explains the pictures behind the words. The way colour influences mood, how
to choose them dependant on your theme for est effect. I will never be an artist, but at least I
will know when a cover design denotes what my wors are trying to portray to the reader, and



after all that is the object of the cover. To encouage the reader to buy your book. In that it
excels.As a form of expression of ideas inexpressible by words alone, art complements a story
and instils the desire in a reader to buy your book. By reading this book, it has given me an
insight about whether a cover fits my book content or not, both aesthetically and monetarily, I
highly recommend it.Regards,Irene Cuffe.”

The book by Derek Murphy has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 108 people have provided feedback.
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